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When I review books for EJOLTs, my main purpose is to 
share how I think other Living Theory researchers might find 
the text helpful in their research, what common elements 
we share and how I might continue an educational 
conversation with the authors. I will share where I found 
resonance with the ideas inherent in this text on life writing, 
autobiography and literary métissage which was a gift from 
Judy McBride. Reading the book brought back memories of 
ICTR 2003 in Vancouver and the chapter that Jack and I 
wrote after the conference (Whitehead & Delong, 2003).  I 
met Carl Leggo there and bought a book of his poems; 
unfortunately, he is not with us anymore. Judy tells me that 
she began writing poems after she started her work in 
métissage so maybe there is hope for me.  

On page 49, Leggo shares his rootedness to his childhood in 
Newfoundland: 

“In my autobiographical researching, 
I seek connections to the past, 

The places where I have lingered 
With lyrical longing.” 

After opening thoughts and some discussion of Life Writing, 
Autobiography and Literary Métissage, this book is organised 
into 7 métissage on topics from “Mixed and Mixing 
Identities” to “Dangerous Strokes”.  In each chapter, there 
are some opening ideas on the topic, using “we” and then 
each author shares a braid: each braid includes three distinct 
voices.  
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In the two introductory chapters, “Opening Lines” and “Lives and Life Writing, an 
Ethos and an Organic Praxis”, the authors provide a context for their work. They share that 
this book is the result of a collaborative journey of over ten years of writing and researching 
collaboratively, tracing their history as a collective, how they have known each other and 
continue to learn from each other. They say:  

“We write in various life writing genres such as memoir, poetry, poetic prose, rumination, 
story, journal, personal essay and letters; we work with mixing these genres, and through 
their blending as well as the interweaving of our individual texts we produce a métissage that 
interrogates how the texts we produce and how we ourselves are constituted in particular 
locations…When immersed in the act of writing and braiding we are distinctly aware how 
juxtaposing and mixing our narratives creates a new text that is stronger and more complex 
than any of our individual stories. Every time we weave these texts, we act out our soul-full 
connectivity, hermeneutically and artistically; every time we write together, we articulate our 
longstanding personal relationships and we test our mature sense of trust in each other and 
in a creative collaborative process that is full of surprises, filled with emotional intelligence, 
and steeped in mature yet incomplete knowledge of the world; with each word we write, we 
open up to new worlds erupting and evicting us from our old selves (Cixous & Calle-Gruber, 

1997) in the sense that we do not remain what we were (Gadamer, 1975/1985)” (p. 7). 

I share their experience in seeing their work, “…as a counternarrative to the grand 
narratives of our times, a site for writing and surviving in the interval between different 
cultures and languages…” (p. 9). They, “call out to readers and writers who, like us, 
simultaneously define themselves as teachers and learners engaged in a dialogical 
interpretive interchange that becomes a ‘transformation into a communion, in which we do 
not remain where we were” (Gadamer, 1975/85, p. 341), trying to find a common ground on 
which to stand”  (p. 14). I share, as well, their views that: 

“Modernist (and many postmodernist) social scientists dismiss the narrative I as a form of 
intellectual narcissism, an unauthorized voice telling unauthorized tales (Minh-ha, 1994). 
Even mainstream qualitative research which reports its findings using the rhetorical 
conventions of the scientific report, privileges the third person voice and gives the illusion of 
truth. The first-person voice, while appropriate for 'subjects' and 'informants' is typically 
deemed unsuitable for the researcher/narrator. While testimonials and interviews recorded 
in the first person constitute data of qualitative research, the researcher’s narrative eye, 
inscribed as I, is deemed to be an unreliable suspect made more trustworthy and believable 
when cloaked in the third person passive voice” (p. 20). 

While they assert that " ... writers blur genre boundaries" (p. 21), the terms that they 
are using, life writing/autobiography and métissage, are explained clearly. They write that 
"Autobiography demands at least what W. E. B. Du Bois named “double-consciousness” of 
its writers: an awareness of the creative and on-going process by which the auto-
biographical acts are performed and a self-reflexivity about the self being narrated, the 
other implicated in the telling, the tale being told and the ideas embedded within the tale" 
(p. 34). “The word métissage is derived from the Latin mixticius, meaning the weaving of a 
cloth from different fibres” (Mish, 1990, p. 761). It affirms, rather than polarises, difference 
(Lionnet, 1989) and calls for those who practice métissage to create an aesthetic product 
that combines disparate elements without collapsing or erasing difference (p. 35). 
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On the subject of Literary métissage, they explain it as: 

 “much akin to Salman Rushdie’s celebration of 'intermingling,' ... a way to generate, 
represent and critique knowledge through writing and braiding autobiographical texts. As 
research, literary métissage not only describes experience; it is a strategy for interpreting 
experiences as documented. Carefully crafted autobiographical texts open apertures for 
understanding and questioning the social conditions in which those experiences are 
embedded, and the particular languages, memories, stories, and places in which these 
experiences are located and created” (p. 34-35).  

After the opening chapters there are seven métissage on different topics. Each 
chapter includes an opening section and then Braid One by Cynthia Chambers, Braid Two by 
Ericka Hasebe-Ludt and Braid Three by Carl Leggo, largely in poetry. Métissage 3: Sojourners 
Sojourning has three braids. In the introduction, they set the stage for the chapter: 

 “Life writers are sojourners engaged in a lovely life-time pilgrimage of seeking and searching, 
researching the past, present, and future: writing autobiographically, we remember where 
we have been, attend to where we are, imagine where we might go.” (p. 97)  

The first, Braid One, ‘Migration of the Herd’ by Chambers, shares the migratory 
nature of her life with her single mother and her ancestors from England to setting in the 
“unlikely town of Cartwright, Manitoba," Canada.  

In the second, Hasebe-Ludt writes about the paper cranes that the children of 
Hiroshima hang under the statue of Sadako Sasaki who died from the atom bomb disease. 
Her particular connection is through her husband who is a third generation Japanese 
Canadian and her daughter who feels the loss of the family records in Hiroshima:  

“As a sojourner and writer of such ‘mongrel stories,' I am determined to consciously speak 
for a new middle place in between the old antagonistic histories, languages and cultures” (p. 
106).  

And in the third, Carl Leggo calls his part, ‘In Praise of Holes’ where he cites Winnie 
the Pooh searching for holes and his own journey from one end of Canada to the other, 
always leaving because of dissatisfaction with his vocation: 

“Vancouver 1990 – present 

Still teaching I have turned 
A circle, round and round, 
To know I am a teacher, 
A farrier even, who shoes his students  
In order to shoo them away 
With warnings to look both ways 
Before making left turns.” (p. 110) 

I found it interesting as well being a Canadian, as the book is written by Canadian 
writers at Canadian Universities and with many references from Canadian writers. They are 
from different worlds and heritages and shaped by multiple and mixed cultures, races, 
ethnicities and languages. They weave their "... complex... " and “... messy threads of 
relatedness and belonging as part of the warp and weft of our braided texts and our lived 
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curriculum” (p. 1). A new reference of interest to me and my ‘culture of inquiry’ (Delong, 
2002, 2013) is “the riparian zone”: 

“As teachers, we agree with Jeff Park (2005) that we have a responsibility to the writing 
groups we work with, and to ourselves, to what Park calls the 'the riparian zone' with their 
writing – a deeply generative, fruitful, hospitable, playful, and non-threatening place of 
inquiry (p. 154)” (p. 15). 

I think that Living Theory researchers can find many insights from life writing, 
autobiography and literary métissage to inform their research and will be able to draw 
insights as I have done from the writings that can be significant for their own learning.  
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